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CASE STUDY
REAL-TIME AUTOMATED ENDPOINT SECURITY

ENSILO POWERING SERVICE PROVIDERS TO OFFER 
MANAGED ENDPOINT SECURITY

A Managed Service Provider's (MSP) main concern of adding security to their existing services, 
revolves around concerns with security expertise, management overhead, customer support and 
sufficient margins, while keeping costs down. An MSP simply extending their service offerings 
with security, would be converting an MSP into a Managed Service Security Provider (MSSP).

OVERVIEW ENVIRONMENT
30,700 HOSPITALITY ENDPOINTS

PROBLEMS

INDUSTRY
MSP CONVERTING TO AN MSSP

SOLUTION

In most cases, an MSP lacks sufficient manpower and technical expertise to 
effectively manage security services. Another obstacle is deploying a compatible solution still 
willing to support legacy software platforms, which are running critical servers for MSP custom-
ers.  In typical remediation scenarios a user loses data and productivity time; the infected device 
has to be isolated, shipped and sent to a reimaging deport for at least a week.   

THE CHALLENGE - BEFORE ENSILO

Excelling in product deployment, customer service operations and an exceptional MSSP team, 
joining forces with enSilo’s dedicated team allows a seamless deployment. Adding the ability to 
remotely manage immediately creates a valuable information security resource for an MSP to 
easily convert into an MSSP. enSilo’s solution is easy to install with thin disk space and less than 
1% CPU utilization, making it possible to secure critical legacy software platforms.
A combination of automation and orchestration capabilities provides an elevated product offering 
including alert management, 24 hour monitoring service and an ease of reporting.  Another added 
value is virtual patching in response to a vulnerability in the system without user interruption. 

THE SOLUTION - AFTER ENSILO

It makes sense for a Managed Service Provider (MSP) to add an additional service 
of providing information security, enabling their managed services to be complete, and evolve 
becoming an MSSP (Managed Security Service Provider).  Easy installation, minimal management 
due to the ability to automate and simplifying security operation creates an easy transition for an 
MSP adding security to their stack of services.  Also, enhancing the security posture by providing 
efficient security services to protect legacy systems, allows a partnership to facilitate customers 
that are normally out of scope, due to outdated software.

SUMMARY

enSilo comprehensively  secures the endpoint pre- and post-infection. enSilo automates and orchestrates 
detection, prevention and automated real-time response against advanced malware and ransomware without 
burdening cybersecurity staff. enSilo’s single lightweight agent includes next generation antivirus (NGAV), 
application communication control, automated endpoint detection and response (EDR) with real-time 
blocking, threat hunting, incident response and virtual patching capabilities. Coupled with a patented 
approach that has full system visibility, enSilo’s endpoint security solution stops modern malware with a high 
degree of precision and intuitive user interface. Cybersecurity staff with enSilo can effectively manage 
malware threats without alert fatigue, excessive dwell time or breach anxiety. enSilo’s cloud management 
platform is flexible and extensible to meet operational needs that stop malware impact.
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